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ABSTRACT  
During peak periods, Everett’s Upper Broadway Corridor – from Ferry St. and Gladstone 

Street – faces crippling traffic congestion that hurts the street’s businesses, makes bus 

service on this important transit corridor slow and unreliable, and imposes substantial 

delay on residents Everett and other travelers. This study focuses on investigating the 

causes of traffic congestion and developing traffic management solutions to increase 

capacity and thus reduce the congestion and its impacts on road users without increasing 

the number of lanes, thus keeping the street pedestrian-friendly.   

Two significant capacity bottlenecks were identified. One is the school crossing at the 

(unsignalized) intersection of Broadway with Gladstone. The problem there is not the 

crossing pedestrians, but rather the left-turning cars from Gladstone that use the 

pedestrian interruptions as a chance to force their way into traffic, leaving little time for 

Broadway traffic to run. The other is the all-pedestrian phases that are part of the 

signalized intersections. They consume a substantial amount of capacity, force signal cycles 

to be long (132 s at one of the intersections), and lead to intolerably long waiting times for 

pedestrians, most of whom don’t wait for their phase but rather cross concurrent with 

parallel traffic. 

Proposed remedies were changes to traffic circulation on Gladstone Street and new signal 

timing plans for the signalized intersections with shorter cycle lengths, concurrent 

pedestrian crossings at all signalized intersections except Ferry Street, and leading 

pedestrian intervals for crossings with moderate right turn conflicts.  

A traffic microsimulation model was built using VISSIM and calibrated to existing 

conditions in the a.m. peak period. With the proposed remedies, average delay falls from 

132 s per vehicle to 45 s, average travel time southbound (the peak direction) is reduced by 

up to 3 minutes, and average pedestrian delay at signalized intersections is substantially 

reduced. 
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